COVID-19

EMERGENCY RADIOLOGY REPORTING ROOM RULES

SOCIAL DISTANCING >2M
Keep a minimum distance of 2m from everyone you come in contact with. Attendings should review and finalize cases on their own workstation.

WIPE DOWN WORK AREA
Wipe down your entire work area BEFORE and AFTER each shift. This includes workstation, desktop, phone, dictaphone and chair.

ONE PERSON, ONE WORKSTATION
Your workstation is yours for the entire shift, do NOT touch someone else’s desktop, computer, phone or dictaphone.

NO FOOD, DISPOSABLE DRINKS ONLY
Absolutely no food allowed, drinks in disposable containers only. NO reusable cups/bottles.

WIPE DOWN YOUR CELLPHONE
Wipe down your cellphone when you arrive and before leaving.

GLOVE UP IN CT SCAN ROOM
CT scanner console keyboard/mouse are used by dozens of people. Glove up when reviewing cases.

WEAR FRESH SCRUBS
Grab fresh scrubs before each shift. Let someone else do the laundry and leave the germs at work.
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